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influence the movement of ideas. These Ideas have
long passed into the common possession of mankind ;
the battles have been won. The " lie of society " has
become a commonplace ; we all agree now with Ibsen
about the premisses of a true marriage; and we no
longer recoil in shocked horror at the revelation in
Ghosts of the consequences of a false one, built upon
a lie. In fact, with the help of the new science of
psycho-analysis we have gone very much deeper into
all these matters than Ibsen possibly could. Only
very young souls are still thrilled, as we used to be
thrilled, by the slamming of the door of Nora's doll's
house, or by the cry of the insane degenerate for the
sun. From now on Ibsen abandoned his role as a
militant reformer of society, as a physician of its ills,
as a writer of problematic dramas written with an
ulterior purpose. Henceforth he strove to be an
artist, and an artist only.
The very first of the new plays. The Wild ~Duck^
shows the white flag, as far as " purpose " is concerned.
This play, which appeared in November 1884, is one
of Ibsen's most puzzling and difficult works, but one
of his greatest. To his immediate contemporaries,
with Dr Stockmann's brave defiance of the philistines
ringing in their ears, it was, indeed, an enigma and a
disappointment. The only explanation they could
offer, short of seeing in its author a renegade from the
cause of moral progress, was that he was here resting
on his oars, relaxing his campaign for a little, beguiling
his leisure, so to speak, by satirizing himself. As far
as any moral is concerned., The Wild Duck seemed to
defend ideas which are in direct contradiction to those
in the four dramas that preceded it; in fact, it undid
their good work by holding up to ridicule his earlier
campaign against false pillars of society, and his
condemnation of immoral marriages and hereditary
evils. Somehow, Ibsen's reformatory zeal had
received a check; its back seemed broken, its chief
nerve paralysed. Had the bitterness which Ghosts

